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Substorms and the Radiation Belts 
• Geomagnetic substorms are caused by reconnection in 

the tail of the Earth’s magnetosphere 
•  This can enhance the number of particles in the Van Allen 

belts 
•  The enhancement is a result of magnetospheric waves 

accelerating particles to relativistic energies 
• Substorms happen frequently and their effects (magnetic 

fluctuations) can be measured from ground magnetometer 
stations 

• An instrument in space is needed to study the radiation 
belts 



Magnetic Reconnection 

Credit: NASA/Goddard/Aaron Kaase 



Earth’s Radiation Belts 

Credit: NASA 



Project Goals 
• Electron flux and substorm activity are physically related 
• Electron flux data and substorm activity data correlate 

poorly 
• Cross-correlate electron flux and a modified version of 

substorm activity data  



The Van Allen Probes 
•  Two identical spacecraft for 

studying the Van Allen belts 
• Can resolve whether 

changes occur over space 
or time 

• Near-identical eccentric 
orbits cut through the belts 



Launched Aug. 30, 2012 

Credit: NASA/Kim Shiflett  



FESA from REPT 
• Spin-Averaged 
Electron Flux (FESA) 
from the Relativistic 
Electron Proton 
Telescope (REPT) 

• For electrons: 
•  12 energy bins 
•  1.6 MeV to greater than 

18.9 MeV 

Credit: JHU/APL  



Using REPT Data 
• One energy bin at a 
time to isolate different 
energy levels 

• Averaged over L-shell 
• Two points for each 
orbit 

• One orbit every 9 
hours => one data 
point for ~ 4.5 hours 

Credit: NASA 



Lower Auroral Electrojet (AL) Index 
•  From ground magnetometer stations near auroral oval 
• Characterizes geomagnetic substorms 
• Rise in AL visually corresponds to later rise in electron flux 
• Drop in electron flux from other processes 

Modified AL Index 
•  AL index integrated cumulatively 
•  Integration restarted conditionally 



Correlation Using Modified AL Index 



Testing Lag 



Dst Effect 



Dst Effect => Poor Correlation 



Correlating Rise in Electron Flux 



Correlating Rise in Electron Flux 



Varying Parameters: Low L-Shell 



Varying Parameters: Low Energy  



Varying Parameters: High Energy 



Cross-Correlation of Different Energies 



Discussion of Results 
• Strong cross-correlation can be found between Modified 

AL index and electron flux 
• Other effects can reduce correlation coefficient 
•  Lag between rise in AL and corresponding rise in electron 

flux quantified but with some uncertainty 
•  Time resolution 
•  Interpolation of time array 
•  Integration restart conditions (comparison ratio) 
•  Length of correlation time interval 



Future Work 
•  Look at many more substorm intervals 
•  Tweak Modified AL index to achieve better correlation and 

more reliable lag time 
•  Find the average lag time between rise in substorm 

activity and rise in electron flux to better understand the 
physical processes at work 



QUESTIONS? 
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